Letter of Endorsement

Screening Committee
CityNet Services
c/o CityNet Secretariat
Seoul Global Center 10F
38 Jongno, Jongo-gu, Seoul, Korea

To the members of the Screening Committee,

This is to officially endorse the application of ________________________ (name) in the CityNet Services Program.

It is to our understanding both from the undersigned and the applicant that CityNet will examine the application and, if necessary, verify some critical information as it is indicated in the application.

If accepted, the applicant agrees to:

1. Attend all the programs as developed by CityNet Services Program;
2. Submit an evaluation and post-activity report as developed by the CityNet Services program;
3. Submit an update report explaining the efforts to explore potential urban solutions based on the consultation conducted throughout the CityNet Services Program;
4. Require subsidy support from the City Government they are representing;
5. Ensure that the CityNet Services interventions will form part of the solutions of the urban development challenge, with the support of the City Government;
6. be included to the roster of technical experts that CityNet would potentially refer to for possible collaborative activities in the future (subject to further conditions).

On behalf of the applicant,

__________________________________________
(Name of Mayor/ Immediate Supervisor)

__________________________________________
(Signature)

____________
(Date)